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Abstract-we study the existence and linearized stability of traveling waves to a one-dimensional 
nonlinear parabolic equation that models the diffusion and convection of a chemical or biological 
species in a porous domain, where the fraction of volume (porosity) available to the species is a 
function of its concentration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that neither the one-dimensional diffusion equation nor the convection-diffusion 
equation admit wavefront solutions. These are smooth, traveling wave solutions that approach 
constant states at plus and minus infinity. When nonlinear sources are added, however, the 
diffusive effects can be balanced by reaction and wavefronts can exist; there is an extensive 
literature on the existence of traveling waves for reaction-diffusion equations (e.g., see [I]). Such 
analyses extend to the porous media equation when adsorption is present, either in the form of 
instantaneous kinetics or kinetics governed by differential equations; see, for example, [2-81. In 
this paper, we examine special cases of a model porous medium equation of the form 
which includes diffusion, convection, and a nonlinear term G(u),, where G(u) = ~(‘11)~. and w(u) 
represents a variable porosity depending upon the concentration u. This porosity should have 
the property that it decreases as a function of u. For example, colloids, which are relative 
large particles, can be retained in a porous domain and diminish the kinematic porosity [9]. In 
particular, we examine the case W(U) = 1 - u/2 and show that wavefronts exist and are linearly 
stable for certain wave speeds. After this special case, we outline the argument for a special 
class of G(u). Equations of the form (1) also arise when adsorption effects are instantaneous, in 
which case the coefficient of ‘~lt, namely G’(u), represents a strictly positive retardation factor; 
for example, Cohn, Logan, and Shores [lo] obtained traveling waves when the coefficient has the 
form G’(u) = 1 + crf’(u) > 0 for u > 0; Logan [ll] proved that these traveling waves are linearly 
stable in L2. The nonlinear stability of traveling wave solutions to (1) has been studied by van 
Duijn and de Graaf [12] who showed that the long time behavior of solutions to (1) is a traveling 
wave in the case G(u) = u+ up. Osher and Ralston [13] use a semigroup method to show that 
traveling waves are L1 stable. These latter analyses do not depend on linearization. Hilhorst and 
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Peletier [14] have extended the application of this method to systems. The Cauchy problem for 
(1) has been examined by van Duijn and de Graaf [12], and by diBenedetto and Vespri [I51 in 
the case without convection. 
2. EXISTENCE OF WAVEFRONTS 
We consider the equation 
((l-;)U)t=UZ”-ux 
or 
(1 - u)ut = uzz - U,. (2) 
Taking u = U(z), .z = z - ct gives 
-c(l - U)U’ = u” - U’. (3) 
Letting V = U’, then gives the dynamical system 
U’=V, V’=V(l-c+cU). (4 
In the UV phase plane, the line V = 0 is a locus of nonisolated critical points. The trajectories 
form a two-parameter family of concave-up parabolas and are easily found from (3) to be given 
by 
V=;U2+(1-C)U+a, (5) 
where a is a constant of integration. We are interested in nonnegative waves that connect two 
nonnegative critical points represented by two distinct states (dependent on a and c), u+ and U- 
on the positive U axis; therefore, we impose the conditions 
a 2 0, c> 1, a< (c-l)2 2c’ 
The third condition ensures that the roots are real and distinct. 
We observe that P : (u-, 0) is unstable and Q : (u+, 0) is stable. Clearly, there exists a 
monotone decreasing wavefront solution connecting P at t = -cc to Q at z = +oo represented 
geometrically by the unique parabolic arc connecting P to Q. In the present case, the wave can 
be determined explicitly. Integrating the equation 
U’(z) = :U” + (1 - c)U + a = i(U - u_)(U - u+) 
gives 
where 
u+ + u-e -chz/2 
U(z) = 1 + e-chz/2 ’ hru- -u+ >O, 
1 1 
u+=c c-1- 
( J(c - 1)2 - 2ac) u_=- c-l+ ( J(c - 1)2 - , C 
2ac) . (8) 
Some observations can be made regarding the magnitude of the constant states u_ at z = --oo 
and u+ at t = +oo. It is clear that 0 5 u+ < (c - 1)/c < 1. However, the state u_ can exceed 
unity. (On a physical basis one could argue that these waves should be rejected since the porosity 
coefficient 1 - u would become negative.) In fact, one can show that 
_ < u_ < 2(c - 1) c-l 
C c ’ 
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Figure 1. The ca-parameter space showing regions where wavefronts exist. 
u- = 1 on the curve a = 
(c - 1)2 - 1 
2c ’ 
c > 2. 
Figure 1 shows the ca-parameter space indicating the domains where nonnegative wavefronts 
exist (dotted), and where nonnegative fronts exist which are bounded by one (shaded). 
We summarize the existence result in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
(i) For any fixed c > 1 there exist a family of nonconstant, nonnegative wavefront solutions 
is defined by (7), and where a = a(c) to (1) of the form u(z,t) = U(s - d), where U 
satisfies the condition 
0 5 a < (’ - 1)2 
2c’ 
These waves are monotone decreasing and satisfy 
2(c - 1) 
O~u+<U(t)<u_ <-, 
C 
(ii) If 
the conditions 
c-l 
u+<-. 
C 
max o (c- 1)2 - 1 
t7 2c 1 
< a < (c- 1)2 
_ 2c ’ 
then 0 < U(Z) < 1. In both cases, the wave speed is 
1 
c= l-(2L++u_)/2’ 
3. STABILITY 
Now we inquire about the linearized stability, in the moving z-frame, to small perturbations of 
the wavefronts which satisfy the condition 0 < U(z) < 1. The stability argument uses the same 
idea given by Grindrod [16, p. 119ff] for the reaction diffusion equation ut = uZs +~(l -u)(u--a). 
In the moving frame, the governing equation (2) becomes 
(1 - U)(Ut - CU,) = U,, - u,. (9) 
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Substituting u = U(Z) + V(Z, t), where w is a small perturbation, we obtain the linearized pertur- 
bation equation 
(I - U(Z))% = ,rJZZ + (c - 1 - cU(z))?& - cU’(z)?J. (10) 
Here, we have used the fact that U satisfies (3) and we have discarded the assumed small nonlinear 
terms. Now, assuming modal solutions of the form 
21(x, t) = q5(z)eeXt, 
we obtain the non-self-adjoint eigenvalue problem 
Lb, = -4” + a(z)@’ + b(z)4 = X(1 - U(z))(b, (11) 
where 
a(z) = 1 - c + CV(Z), b(z) = CU’(Z). 
We define the domain of L later. Making the change of variables 
E = ~‘&=6% 
(12) 
(13) 
turns (11) into 
A4 = -4” + m(&$ -t n(E)4 = X4, (I4 
where now Q, = 4(c). It should cause no confusion using the same symbol 4 for the dependent 
variable. Here, 
m(t) = 42) U’(z) d_ + 2(1 - U(Z))3/2’ 
b(z) 
n(<) = 1 - U(Z)’ (15) 
where on the right sides, z is a function of < through the transformation (13). We observe that (13) 
is a bijection on R provided U(z) is bounded away from one. Therefore, in the subsequent 
analysis, we assume that u- < 1; by the results in Section 2, this condition is guaranteed if 
0 < a < (c - 1)2/2 candl<c<2,or 
a > (c - 1)2 - 1 
2c ’ 
c 2 2. 
Using the subscripts + and - to denote the constant limits of a function at i-cc and -00, 
respectively, one can show from (12) and (15) that 
a- > 0, a+ < 0, bk = 0 
m_=d&-‘O, m+=d&.<O, n*=O. 
To locate the essential spectrum of the operator A, we introduce the weighted space L:(R) with 
norm 
where 
Since m tends to a nonzero constant as JzJ -+ co, we observe that w decays exponentially at foe, 
and I#J = $1’~ E L2 iff @ E LE. We now restrict the operator A to Lc. Then 11 E Lc is an 
eigenfunction of A iff there is 4 E L2 for which 
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In a straightforward way, we find 
where 
q(x) = 71. + +n2 - $2~. 
In summary, we are left with the problem 
B#J = X4, f$E L2. (16) 
Eigenvalues of B will correspond to eigenvalues of A in the weighted space, and points in the 
essential spectrum of B will correspond to points in the essential spectrum of A, in the weighted 
space. 
To locate the essential spectrum of B, we appeal to Henry’s theorem [16, p. 32;17] which states 
that the essential spectrum of B lies on the loci 
P*r{XEC:X=c?+q*, QER}, 
where qk denote the limits of q(x) at foe. It is straightforward to show using (15) that m’ + 0 
as 1x1 + CQ, and therefore, 
a”+ >o a2 
q+ = 4(1 -u+) . q- = 4(1- u-) 
> 0. 
Thus, the essential spectrum of B lies entirely in the right half-plane. 
We remark that equation (16) is the Schradinger equation, and this 
standard results in quantum mechanics (see, for example, [18, p. 1051). 
result also follows from 
The point spectrum (eigenvalues) of B is also nonnegative. First, we point out that X = 0 is an 
eigenvalue of A with associated L2 eigenfunction U’; that is, A(U’) = 0. This result is standard 
(e.g., see [19]) and it corresponds to a translation of U. The proof that there are no negative 
eigenvalues follows an energy argument. Multiplying (16) by 4, integrating over the real line, 
and then integrating the ~$0” term by parts, we obtain 
X /_l d2 dx = 11 (4” + q(x)d2) dx. 
Now let $ = V/w, where U is the traveling wave and w is the weight function. We note that U’ 
is of one sign (negative), which is essential in the following arguments. Using the fact that 
A(U’) = 0, it is straightforward to show that $“/Q = q(x). Therefore, 
In the second step above, we integrated by parts and used the asymptotic properties of w and U’ 
to get the boundary term to vanish. Therefore, if A, 4 is an eigenpair (A # 0), then we must have 
x > 0. 
The result is summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let I/(z), given by (7) be a wavefront solution of (2) with 0 I ZL+ < L. < 1. Then, 
up to translates, U is linearly stable to small perturbations in L%. 
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4. THE GENERAL CASE 
Now consider the general equation (1)) which is 
where G(U) = W(U)U > 0. Substituting u = U(Z), z = 5 - ct gives 
u’ = f(U; a, c) E U + a - cG(U), (17) 
where a is a constant of integration. The existence of wavefront solutions will depend on the 
existence of equilibrium states to (17). Clearly there may be many such states with accompanying 
wavefronts connecting these states. We limit the discussion to the case where G”(u) is of one 
sign for u 2 0. Then there are no more than two positive equilibrium states. We assume that 
there are exactly two, ui and uz, with 0 < ui < 24 for a fixed set of parameter values a and c. 
That is, f(ui; a, c) = 0 for i = 1,2. Then it is clear that two types of wavefronts will exist. 
(1) If G”(u) < 0, then there exists a monotone decreasing wave connecting the state 212 to ui . 
(2) If G”(u) > 0, then there exists a monotone decreasing wave connecting the state ui to ~2. 
Because we are studying a decreasing porosity model, we want w(u) to be decreasing, and so we 
assume G”(u) < 0 and G’(u) > 0. Then uz = u_ and ui = u+. 
The stability argument is similar to that in Section 3, so we will just outline the major steps. 
The linearized perturbation equation, corresponding to (10) is 
g(U)wt = w,, + (cg(U) - 1) V, + cg’(U)U’w, 
where g = F’. Now assume that G’(u) tends to positive limits as u + uh. Then we can define a 
bijection on R by 
E = 1’ &-?i%%K, 
which gives, in terms of the independent variable 6, 
where 
g’(wJ’ 40 = & - cm - 2g(u)3,2 7 
n(E) = - 
cg’(U)l_J’ 
s(U) . 
Assume now that w = @(c)e- Xt. Then 4 must satisfy the eigenvalue problem 
We observe that nh = 0 and 
1 - 4%) 
Because U+ is stable and u- is unstable, fU( u+, a, c) and f,(~_, a, c) have opposite signs; there- 
fore, m+ and m_ have opposite signs. Thus, we can introduce the weighted space LL exactly 
as in Section 3. One can verify that rni --+ 0 a.s 1x1 + co and so qi > 0. Now the remaining 
argument in Section 3 applies and we have linear stability of the wavefronts if the perturbations 
are in Li. 
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